
NET.WORK.PLACENew Dynamics 
in the Offi ce: 
Modularity
in a Grid.

Freiräume für Leistung.
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The idea is the format. The optimum size for universal system 
furnishing solutions is based on the 80 cm grid scale of the architec-
ture. Floor space can be used effectively if the furniture is designed 
to this principle. Its modular structure means that components 
can be added and replaced in a fl ash. The resulting combinations 
are solutions that work well at an emotional level. Personalised 
working areas can be created afresh time after time like this.

Changes in working culture and work 
structures demand more freedom of 
movement for people, thoughts and 
ideas. It is essential to have an offi ce 
layout that can be reconfi gured at 
any time. For this to be possible, you 
need fl exible furniture, ideally based on 
a universal scale used throughout 
the premises. This scale is the 
magical 80 cm. This is what creates 
NET.WORK.PLACE.

You will fi nd the NET.WORK.PLACE fi lm here: Just 
take a picture of the code with your smartphone.
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Feel-good area, waiting area, a stylish entrance. 
Whatever functions you need your offi ce layout to perform, 
NET.WORK.PLACE has the repertoire and looks good, too. 
It is elegant with its clear-cut design lines. And makes a clear 
statement about mobility. When you come in here, you feel 
welcome. Atmospheric colours radiate optimism, create 
highlights and set the ambience.
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Working as a team, exchanging views, group thinking. 
Getting together and networking needs space, mobility and 
informality. But also a clear infrastructure. The room is divided 
up by bridging tables of different heights. In a fi gurative sense, 
too. There are matching chair ranges to enhance mobility.
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A square is a square is a square… 
and much more. It is also a versatile 
building-block for fl exibility. A pattern 
for stability. With a licence to feel good.

From relaxed to concentrated. There are at least as many 
different ways of working as there are of relaxing. It’s a good 
job the cleverly-designed NET.WORK.PLACE furniture features 
benches and desks complete with electrics to create an ideal 
atmosphere for both. An atmosphere in which communication 
fl ourishes, as do employee performance levels. You could call 
it performance2.
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Open space. With a new kind of charm. You see, 
NET.WORK.PLACE proves that an open-plan layout doesn’t have 
to be impersonal. Quite the opposite. Individuality comes to the 
fore. Screening and relaxation areas are integrated elegantly. 
Upholstered partitions offer privacy and acoustic screening. Take 
some time out, catch your breath, think things over. Everything’s 
mobile. Everything’s possible – everything’s geared to people.
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Classic design is timeless. Clearly. Its purity is convincing. 
And that’s precisely why it’s highly aesthetic. Perfect materials 
and workmanship make it representative rather than over-
bearing. Muted colour combinations ensure a timeless look. 
With this system you can create an impressive corporate work 
and lifestyle with just a few key style components. It makes a 
good impression. On both customers and employees.
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Enjoy the new dynamics in the office. 
Experience modularity and planning on 
an 80 cm scale.
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All the furniture in the  
NET.WORK.PLACE system 
is defined by the universal 
80 cm scale. As simple 
as this measurement may 
seem, its implications are 
astounding.

The selection of compo-
nents, the radically simple 
measurement scale and 
of course our planning 
expertise provide you with 
the support you need  
for your own completely 
individual  
NET.WORK.PLACE.
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Upholstered furniture in a system of 
coordinating components with almost 
infinite flexibility.

Armchair/sofa

Bench

Module box

Module box

Over-bench

Walls

Bench seat Module box optionsDecorative  
cushion

Side element

Canopy

Light

Plant box

Cover with 
power point

Module 1

Module 2

2-seater

1-seater

3-seater

Module 4

Module 3

Optional for  
modules 2 and 3

Cover

Power point  
insert

Configurations (rearrangement)

Options 
Cantilever feet

A wide selection of bridging tables and 
supplementary furniture creates new 
working areas for specific functions.

Tables Supplementary furniture

Media furniture 

Option Computer box

Option Table organisation

Option Table organisation
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No more coffee-making corner. Welcome to the Working 
Bistro. Working is no longer just directly workstation-orientated. 
Functions overlap. Working is communicating. Meeting, coming 
together and much more. In a light, clearly-structured environment. 
On benches and chairs. With more or less colour. 
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One way today, another tomorrow. The universal measurement 
scale of NET.WORK.PLACE permits spontaneous changes. 
In fact it even tempts you to try out the new opportunities. 
In a time of acceleration this is more than appropriate. Swap 
them round. Recombine them. Confi gure them differently. 
Create new appeal with every change. Whatever you envisage 
is possible. In a fl ash.
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Spontaneous meetings. Airing a crazy idea. As dictated by the 
situation. For instance sitting at the media wall on a PUBLICA 
bar stool. Perfectly integrated into the atmosphere. Less 
formal. But all the more effective. You see, creativity thrives 
on spontaneity. And creative employees love the mobile 
environment. In a mobile biotope, ideas sprout like fl owers in 
the sunshine. Extremely rapidly.
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The Think Tank – a room that’s like a piece of furniture. 
Transparent but private. Well designed to the last detail. 
Perfectly made. Positioned exactly where you want it to form 
an oasis for thinking and creating. Just as mobile as the 
other components. A refuge for great ideas. A retreat that 
doesn’t need to hide, from the inside or outside.
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Think Tanks: 
room-in-a-room, as simple

as a piece of furniture.

X = doors can be fi tted

3.200

Ceiling option: absorption, ventilation, lighting

Option: solid/glazed wall

Option: solid wall

4.0003.200

2.880
2.630

2.880
2.630

3.200

2.880
2.630

4.800

5.600

An all-new feeling of creativity. A feeling of space for colossal 
ideas. Screened from distractions, yet at the centre of the 
offi ce activities. Acoustically insulated and sound-absorbing. 
Light and illuminated. Airy and ventilated. Equipped with all 
the presentation technology you need, as well as technical 
interfaces for today’s workplace.

Think Tanks are concentrated space 
for concentrated thinking. In the 
centre of offi ce activities. With the 
dimensions of your choice.
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1 2 3

654

Electrics and technology solutions: 
details are a big deal. It’s often the 
details that make the difference to 
the quality of the workplace.

1 l Sliding top: variable options with diverse hidden possibilities.

2 l Power connection: pop-up electrical sockets.

3 l Bridge: with full-width top, option with roll-over power socket.

4 l Perspex strip: power points for your laptop etc. Easily accessible whenever you need it.

5 l Velcro connectors: the wall elements are quick and easy to swap, assemble and dismantle as they are connected by Velcro.

6 l Connection: the upholstery is held in place with a pair of connectors.

7 l Module box: the module box with integral light and power point creates islands of light in the office environment.

8 l Canopy: spacious intimacy that can be positioned playfully.
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Made for each other. Upholstery 
colours for fresh looks to create a 
classy impression.

Another aspect of the NET.WORK.PLACE furniture’s diversity is the combination potential 
of our fabric collections, which is almost as limitless. We recommend three particular fabric 
groups: Standard 20, Standard 22 and Premium 49, each of which are available in up to ten 
different colours. All offer impressive abrasion resistance, fire resistant properties in line with 
European standards, or are even flame retardant according to B1. You can find other possible 
fabrics and colours in addition to the examples shown in the product overview, on our website  
or on our fabric sample cards.

Fabric group 20
Nr. 42 (Dark blue)

Fabric group 49 
Nr. 46 (Turquoise blue)

Fabric group 49
Nr. 53 (Light grey)

Fabric group 49
Nr. 67 (Blackberry)

Fabric group 49
Nr. 68 (Plum)

Fabric group 20
Nr. 53 (Light grey)

Fabric group 22
Nr. 60 (Red)

Fabric group 22
Nr. 28 (Light beige)

Fabric group 49
Nr. 25 (Beige)

Fabric group 49
Nr. 52 (Mid grey)
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•Basic

Product overview

Option

Upholstered furniture

1-seater, 2-seater, 3-seater, corner, stool and intermediate modules •
Seat height 450 mm, backrest height 820 mm •
Decorative cushion 400 x 400 mm, 600 x 300 mm, 500 x 500 mm •
Fabric in two colours within one fabric group for backrest/seat and back upholstery

Upholstered benches

Width 600, 800, 1,600, 2,400 mm •
Seat height 450 mm, seat depth 600 mm •
Over-bench, height 720 mm, double power point, can be fitted flush •
Side element width 800 mm •
Module box width x depth: 800 x 800 mm, 600 x 600 mm closed •
Module box width x depth: 800 x 800 mm, 600 x 600 mm open

Bridges and benches

Bridge with full-width top, option with roll-over power socket •
Bridge with split top, option with storage trays and table lamp •
Heights 450, 720, 1,060 mm, widths 800, 1,600, 2,400mm •
Upholstered bench seats, widths 1,200, 2,000 mm; heights 450, 780 mm •

Wall elements

Wall elements, fabric-covered with Velcro connector on one side, option both sides •
Heights 1,545, 1,920 mm, widths 800 mm •
Wall corner element 90° fabric-covered with Velcro connector on one side (left) •
Right, both sides

Media furniture

Media furniture consisting of wall element and bridge table •
With split top and table organiser, 4-point power socket •
Table organisation with bus system for 1 laptop and 1 PC

Table organisation with bus system for 2 laptops

Computer box

Supplementary furniture

Meeting table, height 720 mm, option table top diagonal, sliding •
Lounge tables on 4-star base, height 450 mm •
Side table, polyethylene height 300 mm, height 450 mm •
Standard lamp, height 1,470 mm •
Think Tank

Long wall fully glazed, short wall solid/glazed •
Sliding doors, ceiling sound absorption, ventilation system, lighting, stickers

Colours

Fabrics for walls and upholstery 
Fabric groups 17, 18, 20, 22, 23, 37, 38, 49 and 50. 
See fabric sample card. 

We cannot be held liable for technical modifications, 
printing errors and changes to the product range.

Melamine solid colour for tops

WI Pure white GW Off-white GK Grey KH Light grey AL Alu coloured MS Black

Melamine patterned for slab ends

WI Pure white MS Black

Melamine patterned for tops

AO Maple KB Pear MB Beech NK Walnut EP Oak SH  Sahara
(only table tops 25 mm)

Structured lacquer for foot rail and cantilever foot

KSS Black

Polyethylene for side table

PSW White PSS Black

Powder-coated metal

WI Pure white KS Black RAL 9011

Lacquered glass for media furniture

GSW White GSS Black

Perspex high gloss for bridge

PXS Black

Lamp shade and canopy

LSW White LSS Black



Deutschland
König + Neurath AG
Büromöbel-Systeme
Industriestraße 1–3
61184 Karben
Tel.: +49 (0)6039 483-0
Fax: +49 (0)6039 483-214
e-mail: info@koenig-neurath.de
www.koenig-neurath.de

Great Britain
K + N International
(Office Systems) Ltd
52 Britton Street
London EC1M 5UQ
Tel.: +44 (0)20 74909340
Fax: +44 (0)20 74909349
e-mail: sales@kn-international.co.uk
www.kn-city.co.uk

Nederland
König + Neurath AG
Office Furniture
Airport Business Park Lijnden
Frankfurtstraat 18–24
1175 RH Lijnden
Tel.: +31 (0)20 4109410
Fax: +31 (0)20 4109439
e-mail: info@konig-neurath.nl
www.konig-neurath.nl
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Freiräume für Leistung.




